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We have made a nacre-like (shell-like) material from polymers and nanoparticles to create a 
biomimetic material with tunable optical, magnetic and electrical properties. The technique is 
robust and simple; a polymer - nanoparticle solution is placed on a surface, the liquid is 
evaporated and the system cured to activate the assembly of the nanoparticles at the interface and 
can be repeated ad infinitum. Since layered structures are frequently used in solar cells our 
technique should enable one to paint the solution onto a surface and repeat it until one has 
enough layers to potentially make a solar cell on any surface.  
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Assembly of quantum dot – polystyrene 
layers is facile with sixteen layers 
manufactured. (a) Transmission electron 
micrograph (TEM) of an assembly of sixteen 
layers: eight CdSe quantum dots alternating with 
eight crosslinked polystyrene layers, assembled 
on a silicon wafer. Each bilayer is numbered on 
the micrograph from 1 to 8. The quantum dot 
layers are approximately a monolayer thick (~3 -4 
nm) whereas the polystyrene layers are about 75 
nm in thickness. In all the micrographs a gold 
layer was sputtered on the film after fabrication to 
mark the air interface and masks the uppermost 
quantum dot layer. The silicon wafer was treated
with hydrofluoric acid and removed prior to microtoming . There are some quantum dots next to the 
substrate as discussed in the text. ( b) Assembly of six layers formed by aging four layers to form thre e 
layers of CdSe quantum dots and three layers of crosslinked poly styrene. This sample was made by 
aging a polystyrene – quantum dot layer then spincoating a pure polystyrene layer on top and 
crosslinking it then repeating the process. The quantum dot laye rs are about a monolayer thick. The 
inset shows a TEM micrograph of the first layer normal to the su bstrate surface demonstrating a 
reasonably uniform film. (c) Assembly of eight layers: four CdSe quantum dots and four cross linked 
polystyrene layers, assembled on a silicon wafer. In this case, the quantum dot layers are 
approximately 13 nm thick while the polystyrene layers are 15 nm thick to demonstrate control over the 
thickness of each layer is dictated by the initial conditions de veloped through the spincoating operation.
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